
The world needs 
a new fuel

Future Fuels



Fossil fuels are 
running out

What took millions of years 
to create could soon

be gone, burned and turned 
into climate

change. The world needs 
new fuels and fast.

Annual US municipal waste 
doubled between

1975 and 2013. 
The world needs new ways 

to stop waste going to waste.

Waste is 
growing



Fulcrum helps solve 
both problems by 
turning household

waste into low-carbon 
jet and diesel fuels.

We call these
Future Fuels



Produce 

of greenhouse emissions per 
barrel, by leaving oil in the 

ground

Everyday fuels

XX tonnes 80% less tonnes 
Produce around

of greenhouse gas per barrel
through creation and burning

Our fuels



Our fuels power 
commercial
and military 

transportation
for some of the world’s

best-known airlines.
For less than the cost of

conventional fuels.



A drop of our fuel is
identical in every way to 
a drop of ordinary fuel.

Except how it is created.



Made by the same system as nature,
just millions of times faster.

What took the earth hundreds of millions of years, 
we do in a matter of days.



Fulcrum refineries can 
produce fuel

anywhere waste exists

and waste
is everywhere.



Refineries create jobs 
in the USA and reduce waste 

going to landfill in the
communities they operate in.



Employ

people

XXXX
Create

of low-carbon air fuel a year

XX gallons
Reduce global carbon emissions

XX
Tonnes

Good Stat

Here

XXXX
Remove

On waste 
from landfill

XXXX

We’re making a big impact
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If we made just 10% of the 
world’s fuel, we would



What sort of waste does Fuclrum fuel use?
No, it’s not banana skins and Bud Light. It’s “municipal solid waste” –
household and commercial trash, sourced through two major waste
management companies, destined for landfill. Once it’s processed, 
we call it “feedstock”, and it looks like confetti..

Is it the same as ordinary jet fuel?
It would be hard to tell two drops apart. Fulcrum Future Fuel is 
mixed with jet fuel before use. But what makes it unique is our 
process.

Does it cost the same?
We can produce transportation fuels for less than the cost of
conventional fuels. Because our feedstock price is predictable, easily
accessible and sustainable, the cost of production is not affected by
geopolitical events.

Is it proven?
Yes, the tech has been around for decades, what we have done is
create a different process using proven techniques. Our proprietary
gasification and Fischer-Tropsch processes have been demonstrated
and proven to deliver on a commercial basis.

Does it smell?
No. Fuclrum refineries do not produce unpleasant odours for local
communities. Our feedstock processing facilities are completely
enclosed and the waste is processed quickly so it doesn’t putrefy and
smell. They aren’t noisy either.

Does Fulcrum use crops to make the fuel?
Farms are for food, not fuel. No crops or farmland is used in the
production of Fulcrum fuel. Organic plant matter doesn’t work for our
process because of its moisture content. Also, our refineries occupy a
relatively low amount of land – about 50 acres, or 35 football fields.

Do you incinerate your feedstock to make fuel?
No. We use heat and pressure processes which replicate the Earth’s
natural decomposition, however, we do not incinerate waste to create
fuel like other waste-to-energy operations.

What’s the potential?
We currently make 0.0X% of the world’s jet and diesel fuel and 
employ X people. If we made just 10% of the world’s fuel, we would:
 – employ X people
 – reduce global emission from air travel

Your questions answered:



Contact




